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1 Introduction The broad question What is the correct analysis of verum focus? • How do we implement it? A prerequisite question What do we mean when we say “verum focus”? • Why do we treat it differently from other types of focus? • Is verum focus really special? I argue that verum focus is simply an instance of “regular” focus. • It is focus on a syntactic polarity head (Σ; Laka 1990). • It can be implemented in a standard Roothian (1985; 1992) alternative semantics. – The presuppositional ∼ operator accounts for an antcedence requirement.



1.1 Outline Historical background Previous approaches and how we got here The null hypothesis An alternative semantics approach to verum focus A challenge Defining the alternatives and where to pronounce focus Implications Can the alternative semantic approach apply to other “verum focus” phenomena? Many thanks to Pranav Anand, Donka Farkas, Patrick Littell, Jim McCloskey, Maziar Toosarvandani, Luis Vicente, Malte Zimmermann, and an audience at CUSP 7 at UCLA in November 2014. Any and all errors DO remain my own. ∗
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1.2 What do I mean when I say verum focus? Focus on polarity (= truth value) of an utterance. • In English, this is manifested as focus on the auxiliary or on negation. • The canonical cases involve do-insertion: (1) Both cried on parting, and they promised to keep in touch. a. They DID keep in touch, through awkward telephone calls at first [. . . ].1 b. They did NOT keep in touch, not even through awkward telephone calls. • There is no intonational focus elsewhere in the utterance. • An overt linguistic antecedent is required:2 (2) (3)



# Guess what? The case DID fall apart. A: The case seemed to fall apart. B: It seemed? It DID fall apart.



I abstract away from second-occurrence focus (B¨uring, 2008; Selkirk, 2008; Howell, 2009, i.a.). • I also avoid contrastive-topic verum focus sentences here for simplicity. (4) A: Is he a good doctor? B: Well, he DOES have a lot of PATIENTS.



(Wilder, 2013, (9))



2 Historical background There is no clear consensus in the literature as to the proper analysis of verum focus. • The relevant empirical domain is also a matter of controversy. • The most influential works on verum focus do not contain the most widely-adopted analyses. In this section, I discuss two particularly important papers that have shaped the discussion. • Some other approaches are given in Appendix A.
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Unless otherwise noted, all examples are taken or adapted from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies, 2008–) 2 This observation is apparently due to Richter (1993), though I do not have access to his manuscript.
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2.1 H¨ohle (1992) Verum focus was first identified as such in H¨ohle (1992). • The verb is assigned a semantic element VERUM. • Stressing the verb highlights this element. In German, this emphasis on truth occurs when the element in C is stressed. • This is either the finite verb or a complementizer: (5) Focus on main verb A: ich habe Hanna gefragt, was Karl grade macht, und sie hat die alberne Behauptung I have Hanna asked what Karl now does and she has the silly assertion aufgestellt, dass er ein DREHbuch schreibt made that he a screenplay writes I asked Hanna what Karl’s doing now, and she made the silly claim that he’s writing a SCREEN play. B: (das stimmt) Karl SCHREIBT ein Drehbuch a screenplay that is right Karl writes (That’s right,) Karl IS writing a screenplay. (H¨ohle, 1992, (2)) (6) Focus on auxiliary verb A: Karl hat BESTIMMT nicht gelogen Karl has certainly not lied Karl CERTAINLY didn’t lie. B: (nein) Karl HAT nicht gelogen no Karl has not lied (No,) Karl did NOT lie.



(ibid., (4))



(7) Focus on complementizer A: ich weiß nicht, OB sie in Rom war (aber WENN das der Fall ist, muss es I know not if she in Rome was but if that the case is must it vor kurzer Z EIT gewesen sein) recently been was I don’t know if she WAS in Rome (but IF that’s the case, it must have been RECENTLY). ¨ B: ich bin sicher, DASS sie mal in Rom war (aber ob das K URZLICH war, weiß ich I am sure that she once in Rome was but if that recently was I know nicht) not I’m sure that she WAS once in Rome (but I don’t know if that was RECENTLY). (ibid., (48))
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Verum focus in alternative semantics H¨ohle (1992) settles on an analysis in which VERUM is a predicate.3 • The predicate is a truth-predicate over propositions, as defined in (8). • In the first pass, this amounts to C bearing [+VER] (8) [+VER] in Φ a. At the periphery of a German clause, there is a functional category Φ. Φ always combines with a constituent Π and projects an X-bar structure. b. Φ can be unified with (the feature specifications of) complementizers. c. Φ can be unified with (the feature specifications of) finite verbs that bind a trace. d. The head features of all levels of projection of Φ are determined by unification of the free head features of Φ with the occupant of Φ (complementizer, finite verb). e. A feature M of an expression α is ‘free’ in the sense of (d) if α does not bind a trace bearing the feature M. f. Φ may carry the feature specification [+VER]. (ibid., (76)) • The segmental localization of [+VER] is rejected because the element in the specifier of Φ may also express verum focus: (9) du hast mir erz¨ahlt, wen du NICHT reingelegt hast. jetzt m¨ochte ich wissen, you have to me told who you not fooled have. now would like I know WEN du reingelegt hast who you fooled have You’ve told me who you did NOT fool. Now I want to know who you DID fool. (ibid., (83)) • H¨ohle settles on a non-segmental version that introduces VERUM at the semantic level. • A syntactic form (a) has the LF (b), where Kj is: – a complementizer – a relative or WH-pronoun – a finite verb (10)



a. Kj



JKk K



b.



Kk



JKj K



Ki



VERUM



JKi K (ibid., (97))
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The following discussion is drawn largely from an English-language manuscript by Lohnstein (similar to Lohnstein (2012)).
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Bern Samko • Both implementations represent a predicate over propositions. – Its meaning is something like “is true”. – The contribution of VERUM to the meaning of the utterance is unclear.



2.2 Romero and Han (2004) Romero and Han (2004) discuss VERUM in the context of polar questions. • This already diverges from H¨ohle’s characterization. – Much work has taken these questions as the canonical instantiation of verum focus. • They argue that negative preposing in polar questions contributes VERUM. • V ERUM is an epistemic operator. – It expresses speaker certainty. – But it does not express the speaker’s certainty about the truth of the proposition. • Negative preposing (11) has a similar effect as the epistemic adverb really (12). (11) Doesn’t John drink? (Romero and Han, 2004, (1)) Positive epistemic implicature: The speaker believes or at least expects that John drinks. (12) Does John really drink? Negative epistemic implicature: The speaker believed or at least expected that John does not drink. (ibid., (37)) • The speaker is certain that p should be added to the common ground (Stalnaker, 1978). • V ERUM is a conversational epistemic operator, defined as in (13). – It has no effect on truth conditions. (13) JVERUMi Kgx/i = Jreallyi Kgx/i = λphs,ti λw.∀w ′ ∈ Epix (w)[∀w ′′ ∈ Convx (w ′ )[p ∈ CGw′′ ]] = FOR-SURE-CGx



(Romero and Han, 2004, (43))



Romero and Han assume the view of questions in Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984). • This then sets up a FOR-SURE-CGx p and ¬FOR-SURE-CGx p partition. • It is only relevant when the speaker has a prior belief about the truth or falsity of p. • That belief must have been contradicted.
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The same epistemic bias holds in assertions (14) and questions (15) with auxiliary focus. (14) A: Peter claims Kimiko went to the Himalayas. S: She DID go to the Himalayas.



(Romero and Han, 2004, (52))



(15) A: After all the studying he did, Tom got an A in Ling106. S: D ID he study for that class?



(ibid., (58))



Romero and Han’s analysis faces some problems in extending to canonical-order verum focus. • The positive epistemic implicature is obscured in noninterrogative contexts. • The analysis wrongly predicts that denial can target the FOR-SURE-CGx component.4 • The analysis does not account for the linguistic antecedent requirement: (16) A: S: S′



OK, now that Stephan has come, we are all here. Let’s go! Isn’t Jane coming too? (Romero and Han, 2004, (6)) # Jane IS coming (too).



3 The null hypothesis The null hypothesis: Treat verum focus in the same way we treat focus on lexical categories. • In this section, I sketch an alternative semantic (Rooth, 1985, 1992) account of verum focus. • I address some challenges in the next section. The approach uses syntactic [F ( OCUS )]-marking (Jackendoff, 1972; Selkirk, 1984). • The [F] feature is associated with polarity in the syntax. • Polarity expressions are instantiations of Σ (Laka, 1990). • I assume that Σ is present in sentences that do not have a pronounced reflex of polarity. The focus semantic value of (focused) polarity is an alternative set. • The set of alternatives from which the ordinary semantic value is drawn. • The relevant alternatives are expressions of positive and negative polarity: (17) {AFF, ¬, ∅} The ∼ operator adjoins at a propositional level at LF. • Focus is interpreted at the propositional level. • It presupposes an antecedent that differs from that proposition only in polarity. 4



See Romero (2005); AnderBois (2011); Gutzmann and Castroviejo Mir´o (2011) for discussion.
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Bern Samko (18) ϕ ∼ γ presupposes that γ is an element of the focus semantic value for ϕ distinct from the ordinary semantic value of ϕ. (Rooth, 1992, (42)) (19) He claimed that he didn’t raise taxes, but, in fact, he DID raise taxes [. . . ]. (20) A: [T]hey think they’ve caught the guy. B: They DID catch the guy. • The presuppositional operator explains why verum focus cannot be used out of the blue. A simplified LF: (21)



a. He claimed that he didn’t raise taxes, but, in fact, he DID raise taxes. b. TP TP



Conj



TP



but he claimed that TP9



Adv



TP



in fact DP he



TP



∼C9



T



ΣP



ΣP



T



DP



did Σ



VP



he



n’t



did Σ



raise taxes



VP



[AFF]F raise taxes For the simplest version of this analysis to work: • The presupposed antecedent must have a different polarity from the verum focus clause. – This raises a theoretical question about null polarity. – Does do constrast with [AFF]? [AFF] with a lack of polarity? – If these contrasts are real, we expect to find a semantic difference between them. – Does such a difference exist? How it could be characterized? • A possibility: Positive non-finite and modal clauses must have Σ heads distinct from [AFF]. – Verum focus cannot be used to confirm something that has been asserted (22).
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(22) A: B:



He was 11-for-16 on field-goal tries last season [. . . ]. He hit a career-long 53-yarder against Washington. # He DID hit a career-long 53-yarder against Washington.5



• If that’s the case, (20) shows that [AFF] must be absent in a wide variety of clauses. – The propositional content of such clauses is not added to the common ground.6 • Another possibility: The antecedent is ther corresponding polar question. – The polarity of the question is always unspecified. – The question doesn’t arise if its propositional content is asserted. The focus accent is realized on T. • There may be Σ-to-T movement of null polarity heads. • Or focus is simply realized on the structurally closest pronounced morpheme. • See Becker (2006); Sailor (2011) for discussion of the realization of polarity focus.



3.1 Predictions 3.1.1 Association with focus We expect verum focus to participate in association with focus. • Focus-sensitive adverbs like only and even should appear in clauses with verum focus. • Only+do+V does not appear in a plausible verum focus scenario in COCA. – But this may be a syntactic or interpretive problem, not a problem with focus. – Only does not easily appear between the subject and (pronounced) T. – It is also unclear what only DO could mean. • Even is more promising: (23) and similar examples occur in COCA. (23) “The last three or four or five times we’ve gone on errands for George’s agency, we’ve nearly gotten killed,” Ray protested. Rokey nodded. “I think I even DID get killed once or twice!” The prediction should be tested with other focus-sensitive items like always and too.



5



This example becomes acceptable if it is preceded by “that’s right”; in that case, B must have forgotten about the career-long field goal until A’s utterance. 6 See Hooper and Thompson (1973); Farkas (2003) and many, many others for discussion of what makes a clause “asserted”.
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3.2 Modal focus Focus can also be realized on other functional elements that appear in T: (24) A: Health care reform cannot wait. B: No, it CAN wait! (25) Health care reform CANnot wait, it MUST not wait, and it WILL not wait another year! • Is this verum focus? • I argue that a sentence like Health care reform CAN(not) wait is ambiguous. – (24) is verum focus: Σ bears focus. – (25) is not: Focus falls on the modals themselves. – The relevant alternatives to the focused modals are other modals. – This ambiguity is clear in periphrastic paraphrases of modals: (26) A: Grants of clemency are solely at the governor’s discretion, and he is not obligated to give his reasoning. B: No, he IS obligated to give his reasoning. He has to provide a statement. B′ : Yeah, he’s OBLIGATED to give his reasoning. That doesn’t mean he actually does.



4 A challenge Some details of the analysis require further elaboration and thought. • In this section, I discuss one such area for future work. In Rooth’s theory, alternatives to a focused element are items of the same semantic type. • For verum focus, the alternatives would be elements of type ht, ti. – But this is too general for verum focus. • Instead, we must restrict the alternatives to include only polarity expressions. – Wagner (2012) discusses a similar restriction of the relevant alternatives for lexical foci. – The ideal theory would allow only substitutable alternatives.
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5 Implications A variety of disparate phenomena have been subsumed under the label “verum focus” • An analysis along the lines of the one sketched here is often tacitly assumed. • It is important to spell out such an analysis explicitly. • Doing so allows us to make predictions about verum focus. • We can make predictions about the interaction of verum focus with other phenomena.



5.1 Extending the null hypothesis If the alternative semantic theory of verum focus is on the right track, it should extend to: • Second-occurrence focus (27) Many people only drank juice at John’s party. Even J OHN only drank juice at his party. (B¨uring, 2008, (5)) • Sentences containing contrastive topics (4) • Sentences with multiple foci (the sencond sentence of (27)) The analysis gies us a basis for asking questions about other phenomena: • Are they true instances of verum focus? • Verum focus plus some other interpretive component? • Something else entirely? – High negation polar questions – really – Verum focus in constituent questions
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A Other approaches to verum focus A.1



H¨ohle (1992)



H¨ohle considers an analysis in which VERUM is an illocution-type operator. • He rejects this analysis because it makes the wrong scope predictions. • An illocutionary operator should always scope over negation. • But in fact, negation scopes over VERUM. (28) A: ich hoffe, das Karl ihr ZUh¨ort I hope that Karl to her listens I hope that Karl LISTENS to her. ¨ B: aber Hanna denkt, er H ORT ihr nicht zu but Hanna thinks he listens to her not But Hanna thinks he doesn’t LISTEN to her. Paraphrase: Hanna thinks that it’s not true that he listens to her. ′ B : # aber Hanna denkt, DASS er ihr nicht zuh¨ort but Hanna thinks that he to her not listens But Hanna thinks he does NOT listen to her. Paraphrase: Hanna thinks that it’s true that he doesn’t listen to her. (H¨ohle, 1992, (55–56))



A.2



Creswell (2000)]: Discourse functions



Using a corpus of WH-questions, Creswell argues for two types of auxiliary focus. • Verum focus has several functions: – It may signal that the speaker should know the answer but doesn’t (29). – It may repeat a salient question (30). – It may signal that a question is still unanswered (31) – It may request the value of a missing property (32). 12



Bern Samko • Dictum focus signals that the propositional content is presupposed (33).7 (29) A: There ain’t nobody going to beat us then. Because look how good we did without a quarterback this year [laughter]. B: I know. Who WAS the quarterback? (Creswell, 2000, (9)) (30) BS: How are we getting there? SS: I don’t know. How ARE we getting there?



(ibid., (10))



(31) CC: We were sitting out in front of the library eating lunch, and he came up out of nowhere, and I was like, wow what are you doing on campus? [further discussion of interaction with the unexpected person. . . ] AB: So what WAS he doing there? (ibid., (12)) (32) A: Uh-huh. Un, it just, it developed into sort of a business, uh, you know we breed them and all that, but, we didn’t, you know, we didn’t really start it for the money, it was just, they were fun to have around and we figured if we’re going to have them we might as well have some purebreds and. And now it developed into going to cat shows and finding studs for them, and, you know, all this kind of stuff. B: Uh-huh. What kind of cats ARE they? (ibid., (14)) (33) A: I was wondering how much food to buy for tonight. Who’s coming to the party? B: Good question. Who IS coming to the party? (ibid., (17))



A.3



AnderBois (2011): Inquisitive semantics



Verum focus prevents subissues from projecting. • Again, the central data are questions with preposed negation. (34) A: B:



A.4



Isn’t John bringing a date to the party? # Yeah, Mary.



(AnderBois, 2011, (353))



Gutzmann and Castroviejo Mir´o (2011): Use-conditional operator



Gutzmann and Castroviejo Mir´o argue that VERUM is not a semantic operator. • It does not affect truth values. • Instead, it is a use-conditional conversational operator. • Its effect is to downdate ?p from the question under discussion: (35) JVERUM(p)Kc ≈ The speaker cs wants to downdate ?p from QUD. (Gutzmann and Castroviejo Mir´o, 2011, (61)) 7



Creswell’s dictum focus is closer to verum focus as discussed here.
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A.5



Lohnstein (2012): Mood



For Lohnstein, verum focus is focus on sentence mood. • The sentence moods are characterized as in (36). • The mood projection is above FinP. (36) Functional characterization: sentence mood: function: declarative y believe p y/n-interrogative y give a true answer (out of a 2-fold partition) wh-interrogative y give a true answer (out of a n-fold partition) imperative y make p a fact in @ (Lohnstein, 2012, (65))
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From Operational Semantics to Denotational Semantics ... 

that maps any program text to a logic formula representing its denotational ... Once a Verilog process is activated, it continues its execution until the completion.
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